MKID large format array testbed
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Abstract—The development of an astrophysics kilo-pixel imaging instrument requires a dedicated cryogenics and optics setup to measure the expected performance of the detector arrays in terms of sensitivity and optical response.

We have developed a testbed for the characterization of MKID large format arrays (6 cm x 6 cm) in the 350 GHz and 850 GHz band. The testbed is a wide field camera, allowing full optical tests in a realistic environment. The cryostat is based upon a commercial pulse-tube cooled 3K system with a He10 sorption cooler to reach base temperature below 250 mK. We will describe the thermo-mechanical solutions implemented in our system to minimize the thermal loading on the cold stage allowing a base temperature of 250 mK in combination with a large focal plane. The optics design and the stray light philosophy will also be presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs) have matured in the last decade and have become an excellent detector choice for future submm and mm astronomical instruments. Their intrinsic multiplexing capability makes the readout of kilopixels arrays relatively cheap and easy compared to other technologies [2] [3]. At SRON we are developing antenna coupled KIDs for a KID camera called AMKID to be deployed at the APEX telescope in Chile [4]. Our design is targeting two of the atmospheric windows available at the telescope centered at 350 and at 850 GHz [5][6]. The detector arrays before deployment to the telescope need a full optical and electrical characterization. The array performance verification can only be realized using a wide field camera which simulates the thermal and optical properties of the telescope instrument. For this goal we have designed and built such testbed. The cryostat requirement specification derived from the telescope instrument and the detector design are:

1) 2 bands of operation: 350 GHz and 850 GHz;
2) Use of reimaging optics with F#=2 at the detector, Strehl ratio better than 95\%, near telecentric behavior and a band transmission better than 30\%;
3) Stray light and spillover rejection better than 60 dB;
4) Base temperature of 250 mK or lower;
5) A turn-around of roughly a week.

In this paper we will describe the thermal, optical and mechanical solutions implemented to meet the specified requirement.

II. CAMERA DESIGN

Fig. 1. Schematic of our wide field camera. For simplicity the warm optics is omitted. The light enters via the cryostat window and is reimaged via the optics onto the array, mounted on a thermal suspension unit. The cold optics is mounted inside an enclosed box connected to the 4 K plate via spring leafs. The detector array is cooled down to base temperature via a He10 cooling unit.
The camera design is shown in Fig. 2. The cryostat cooling unit is based on a commercial Pulse tube cooler (PTC) and an extra He3-He3-He4 sorption cooler [7] used to reach the base temperature at the detector array. A liquid nitrogen LN2 precooling unit allows fast turnaround of the system, speeding up the first part of the cool-down to roughly 80 K. The radiation enters the cryostat via an HDPE window and travels via the optics to the detector array mounted inside a thermal suspension unit. The cold optics are enclosed in a box mounted on the 4 K cryostat plate via spring-leaves.

In the following subsections each component is described in more detail.

A. Re-imaging optics and optics box

The camera optics create an image of the detector array at a warm focal plane outside the cryostat using a seven mirror system with a total magnification of 3. The optical design is based on two parabolic relays, one in the cold at 4 K and one outside the cryostat. The optical design is based on aberration compensation [8] that cancels out the aberrations and cross-polarization of the optics near the optical axis. All mirrors were modelled as biconics, allowing different curvature and conic constants in the x and y direction. An angular limiting aperture in the pupil limits the beam to F# = 2 and is placed between the 4 K active mirrors where all the different pixel beams overlap. The design was simulated using the Zemax software [9] (see Fig. 2 for the final design). The cold optics are mounted inside an enclosed 3K box (800 X 425 X 400 mm³) using three mounting pads for each mirror that allow fine positioning. The alignment of all mirrors was verified by measuring their position with a 3D measuring machine and found to be within tolerances. The optics box provides also the mounting interface for the He10 and the detector thermal suspension unit and baffles. The inside of the box is coated with radiation absorbing coating made of a mixture of 1 mm SiC grains and Stycast 2850 [10]. The box is equipped with flexible thermal straps to ensure a good thermal contact and evenly cool down the big structure.

B. Radiation filtering

The optical measurement band is defined by a set of quasi optical filters [11]. More than 60 dB out of band rejection is needed to suppress the out of band 300 K blackbody spectrum and self-emission of the windows and filters. A known problem is the filter heating due to the fact that the filters are large and made of plastic (mostly mylar) so poorly thermalized [12]. This issues requires additional filters to block the reradiated heat. In Fig. 3 the spectral transmission of the filters is shown and in Table I the filter stack overview for the 350 GHz band is summarized including the main task of each filter.

![Fig. 2. Scheme of the cold and warm optics. The cold optics is mounted inside an enclosed 4 K box. The warm optics is mounted outside the cryostat.](image-url)

**Fig. 3 Spectral transmission of the filters used in our system.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position and minimal T</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE window</td>
<td>Window 300 K</td>
<td>Absorbs IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scatterer</td>
<td>300 K</td>
<td>Scatters near IR radiation, reduce condensation on the window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shader 15 μm</td>
<td>50 K</td>
<td>Reflects near to mid-IR power back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scatterer</td>
<td>50 K</td>
<td>Scatters near IR radiation, reduce condensation on the window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shader 15 μm</td>
<td>50 K</td>
<td>Reflects power back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP 3 THz</td>
<td>50 K</td>
<td>Replaces near to mid-IR power back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shader (2x)</td>
<td>Window 4 K</td>
<td>Reflects near to mid-IR power back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 μm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP 1.1 THz</td>
<td>Window 4 K</td>
<td>Reflects far IR and out of band mm wave but absorbs mid-IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goretex sheet</td>
<td>Pupil 4 K</td>
<td>Absorbs IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP 400 GHz</td>
<td>850 mK</td>
<td>Reflects far IR and out of band mm wave but absorbs mid-IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 350 GHz</td>
<td>250 mK</td>
<td>Defines measurement band</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. MKID Readout

The MKID readout is fed into the cryostat by standard coaxial cables with SMA connectors with double DC blocks at the input to prevent ground loops. The signals runs from 300 K to the detector array and back. From 300 K to 4 K we use CuNi coax cables with Ag cladding on the central conductor [13]. From 4 K to the optics box we use copper coax and from the inner side of the box and in the suspension unit we use 0.86 mm CuNi coax cables with Ag cladding. The signal is attenuated on its way to the detector array and on the way back is amplified by 4-8 GHz Low Noise Amplifier. The loading of the cables has been designed to be well below the cooling power of the He10 unit.

D. Thermo-mechanical suspension unit

The detector array is mounted inside a suspension unit (see Fig. 4) which provides the thermal interface to the optics box and the intermediate thermal steps going from 3K to the 250 mK base temperature. The temperature levels are provided by the He10 cooler via flexible thermal straps. All temperature stages consist of a square annular deck, that are separated using three Vespel SP1 supports. The inner side has baffles coated with absorbing coating. The coaxial harness is thermally coupled to each deck to reduce the thermal load at the detector unit. The attenuators and Dc blocks and SMA connectors are used to rigidly clamp the coaxial harness. To attenuate magnetic fields the whole thermal suspension unit is surrounded by a niobium superconducting shield.

![Fig. 4 Schematic of the thermo-mechanical suspension unit.](image)

III. VERIFICATION

The thermal operation of the cryostat shows excellent performance: the base temperature of 250 mK is reached in roughly two days and the hold time is about 30 hours with an addition recharge of the He4 buffer head of the He10 cooler.

The detectors show photon noise background operation and the optics quality is verified by the comparison of the simulated beam pattern using the Zemax physics optics tool and the measured beam patterns [14]. The agreement is excellent.

Fig. 5 Comparison between simulated and measured beam patterns.

CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully designed, build and verified a wide field camera testbed for the development of large format KID arrays. It mimics the conditions found in typical submm telescope instruments (APEX).
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